Science

In science, we will exploring how light
behaves, including light sources, reflection
and shadows. We will be creating and
experimenting with periscopes and looking at
how we see things.
We will also be looking at electricity, a key
development in Victorian times—which will
lead us on to looking at the huge amount
inventions from the Victorian era. We will
construct simple series circuits and test out
various components. We will learn how to
represent a simple circuit using symbols in a
diagram. We may even be able to include a
circuit in our DT houses!

English

Maths

In English, we will be looking at writing a variety of different
things including: a Victorian servant’s diary based on our
trip; a character study of Fagin from Oliver Twist; a
complaint letter from Lord Shafestbury to the Prime
Minister; a Penny Dreadful spook setting and an
explanation of how to care for an evil piece of clockwork!
In Guided Reading we will study exerts from classic novels
including ones from the Victorian era.
Our Class Reads will be ‘Clockwork’ and ‘Cogheart’ which
are two fantastic books that are link very well to our
Victorian topic.

This term, we will be revisiting and building
work on number and place value, by learning
formal methods of multiplication, addition and
subtraction and division. We will make
arithmetic a real focus including a weekly 5
minute times tables test. We will be completing
a large unit on fractions which includes
equivalent, simplifying and comparing moving
on to adding, subtracting, multiplying and
dividing.

PSHE/UNICEF
Art/DT
We will be designing and making rooms in a rich
Victorian house including printing William Morris
wallpaper. We will make the front of a house
from clay. We will make Victorian sponges and
a variety of things on Victorian Day.
Computing
During our Blogging unit we will create our own
posts on our class blogs taking real ownership.
In 3D modelling we will use Sketchup to
construct a Victorian house. We will also
program a robot to carry out a scene from one
of our class books!

Victorians

History

Enrichment
Our infamous strict Victorian School Day and
our trip to Tatton Hall will allow us to see what

PE

RE
This term, we will be looking at how different
faiths respond to times of hardship. We will
also study various religious festivals that fall in
this term.

In PSHE we will be learning about the right to an
education. We will also compare the life of Victorian
children with the life of children today, thinking about the
benefits and challenges of each.
In E-Safety we will develop on line safety guidelines and
look at social and emotional well being online. We will
have the Fire Service in to talk about fire safety during
Halloween and Bonfire Night.

In PE we will be learning a few moves to challenge Strictly in
Dance. Focusing on the Charleston but moving on to Victorian
dances like the waltz. In gymnastics we will focus on creating
routines that flow. Games will be...

Music

In music, we will create a rhythmic soundscape in group
performances based on the sounds of a Victorian mill.

In History, we will learn many aspects of the Victorian
era. We will compare rich and poor people—focusing on
the daily life of children. We will study the key changes
in history during this eventful time including the
industrial revolution. We will be transported back in time
learn about education in our Victorian School Day and
our trip to Tatton Hall will allow us to see what life was
like for children in service.

Geography

In Geography, we will be identifying countries in the
Victorian Empire. We will be comparing the land use of
Great Britain today with Victorian times (focusing on
Greater Manchester) and looking at the development of
the canal systems and other transportation links.

